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Seven Varsity Vodvil Finalists . Lennes Devotes
Many Alumni President Gives
Brennan Discusses Proposed
Dedicatory
Talk
Book
to
N
eeds
Are Announced by Manager Of Young Student Are Expected
New Buildings With Roosevelt
At Kalispell Rites
At Barristers’ Dr. Simmons Will Lecture in Butte President Expresses Interest in PWA Work Being Done;
Acts Selected by Judges From Field of Fifteen Entering Professor’s New Textbook to Meet
Preliminaries Are of Much Higher Quality
Than Any in Preceding Years

Winners of places in the Varsity Vodvil finals announced Sunday
afternoon following the tryouts in the Student Union building were
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta Gamma, Alpha Phi, Sigma Kappa, Phi
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta. Acts were selected

Demand for Practical
Math Coarse

Dr. N. j. Lennes, chairman of the
mathematics department of the state
university, has written a book on
practical mathematics designed to
meet the needs of high school fresh
men. The text is now in press and the
publication date set on or before April
14 of this year.
At present the only course in math
ematics now open to high school
freshmen is a course in elementary
algebra, which is avoided by a large
number of students because they are
not interested in further study along
this line. For many years, school men
all over the country have been talk
ing about a course in mathematics
which would be more practical for
such pupils. Dr. Lennes’ latest text
will supply this demand.
The aim of this new textbook is to
deal with such quantitative aspects
of life as can be handled with the
mathematical equipment possessed by
those who normally enter high school.
The book is divided into three parts.
The first part is a review and resume
of arithmetic studied in grade school,
from a point of view that is more
mature. Problems that individuals
naturally expect to meet in life while
conducting their affairs are taken up
in the second part of the book. Part
three, entitled “The Quantitative
Aspects of Social Problems,’’ deals
with a variety of questions that are
constantly coming up in considering
the collective aspects of life.

Henningsen Says Only Few
Tickets Left for Annual
Winter Formal
With reservations from out-of-town
residents arriving in a steady stream,
state university law students are en
tering the last week of preparations
for Barristers’ ball, one of the out
standing formal dances of the winter
quarter.
Prominent among the alumni and
former students who are expected to
arrive ln Missoula Friday for the ball
are J. Gus Heilbronner, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Coyle and Robert Corrette of
Butte; Hugh Lemire, Bill Brown and
Newell Gough of Helena; Rex Hibbs
and Howard Gullickson of Billings,
and Ambrose Measure and Gordon
Rognlien of Kalispell.
Tryouts for specialty numbers to be
staged at the intermission are being
held late this afternoon with Les
Smith, whose orchestra will play for
the dance.
Rex Henningsen, president of the
Law School association and chairman
of the dance coumittee, announced
Monday that due to the demand for
tickets there are only a few left for
sale. He asked that anyone expecting
to have out-of-town guests for the
dance to see Miss Charlotte Russell
at the law school or any member of
the Law School association to make
reservations.
The 1936 Barristers’ ball, fifteenth
since the founding of the state uni
versity law school, will be held in
the gold room of the Student Union
building, Friday evening, January 31.

by the Judges entirely on their enter-|"
lainment possibilities, and were said
by Dr. Barnard Hewitt, professor of
English, to be of a much higher qual
ity than any skits presented during
his connection with the university.
Mr. Hewitt added that as a whole
the women’s acts showed greater
preparation and more possibility than
the men’s acts entered.
Decisions of the judges indicated “The Character and Values
that two acts entered by social fra Of Objective Test” Topic
ternities and three acts entered by
At Saturday Banquet
sororities were outstanding in orig
inal script and preparation. The acts Dr. W. R. Ames, professor of edu
given the unofficial vote of approval cation, spoke on “The Character and
and selected unanimously on the first Values of Objective Tests” in the
ballot were Alpha Phi, Delta Gamma,
and banquet sponsored by the
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Sigma meeting
local chapter of the American As
Kappa and Sigma Chi.
of University Professors last
Farts of the acts rejected were of sociation
Saturday evening in the Chimney Cor
such outstanding quality that the or ner.
Open
discussions were
ganizations. sponsoring them will be given by fourforum
professors, each repre
asked to enter them in a special con senting his department.
test of cover numbers to be given Dr. Ames outlined and discussed a
between the acts of the regular con brief
historical background and de
testants for Varsity Vodvil honors. velopment
the objective type of
The special acts which were judged examinations,of tracing
it as far back
to be of exceptionally good quality as Biblical times. He emphasized
the
and which will be invited by the man value and validity of this system with
agement of Varsity Vodvil to enter its method to obtain the best results.
the cover act contest are: Kappa Following the talk by Dr. Ames, Dr.
Alpha Theta tap chorus and vocal G. D. Shallenberger, speaking for the
trio, Sigma Alpha EpBllon saxophone physical science courses, presented,
quartette, Sigma Nu quartette and as a part of his discussion, a chart
baritone solo act by John Gravelle, showing the relative ratings of a
and the Delta Sigma Lambda act group of students enrolled in physical
featuring Dean Arthur Doak playing | sciences, and explained the types used
a mouth organ and guitar.
all cases.
The prize for the cover act contest in Dr.
J. W. Severy, discussing the
has hot been selected.
Rotliermich, Kirkwood Go to Camp
and demerits of the objective
Preliminary plans for the final merits
Jnnc 15 to Jnly 31
test
in
with the biological
presentation of acts on February 21 sciences,connection
Will
Discuss
Newspaper,
Its
stated
that
this
type
of
are being made by Jocko Shenk, man examination has certain limitations
Captain A. E. Rothermich and Staff
Readers, as Third in Sergeant
ager of Varsity Vodvil. If it is pos and indicated his favor toward the
Maywood Kirkwood of the
sible, without changing any of the multiple method.
Lecture Series
military science department have re
acts entered, all the acts entered will Speaking for courses in humanities,
ceived advance notice of their detail
be unified into a whole with the cover Prof. F. G. Clark explained the rela- Dr. Robert L. Housman of the jour as officials at the R. 0. T. C. camp
acts serving as transition features. I tive values of the true and false nalism school, will discuss "The to be held at Fort George Wright,
Plans for the improvement and
the essay or the multiple sys American Press and Its Readers,” to Spokane, Washington,’ between June
presentation of acts will be made at | method,
He explained that there are ap night ln Main hall auditorium, at 8:16 15 and July 31.
a meeting of the managers of the acts tem.
parent
difficulties
in the use of ob- o’clock. This will be the third in a This training camp is held each
in the Student Union building tonight j jective tests for courses
which are series of public lectures sponsored by year for reserve officers and in addi
at 7:45 o’clock.
tion to the 16 advanced course stu
the public exercises committee.
I
largely
upon
appreciation.
Managers of the acts who will at The omnibus courses discussion “What is the 'reader reaction’ to dents from the university, the camp
tend the meeting tonight are Betty I was closed by Prof. E. E. Bennett who newspapers—from the time of the will Include students from the Univer
Ann Polleys, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Qut thftt the objectiTe type of first four-page (typewriter-paper size) sity of Idaho, Moscow; Montana State
M arv nlv e MMarts,
o r r a Delta
D e lta Gamma;
fln im n n • Kath
K f lt n - I
. . . . .
Mar'yalys
can not effectively
be newspaper with its limited circulation college, Bozeman; the University of
erine Thayer, Alpha Phi; Hazel Rice, examination
used
to
advantage
in
social down to our million-a-day tabloids?” Wyoming, Laramie, and Washington
Sigma Kappa; Kenneth Coughlin, science courses Insomuch theas minor
“What Is the relation of the press to State college, Pullman.
Sigma Chi; 1)111 Hulett; Phi Sigma details, rather than larger and more the groups it has served historically?” In view of this detail, Captain Roth
Kappa, and David Vesely, Phi Delta significant relationships, are stressed "What are the general characteristics ermich expects that his assignment
Theta.
deal more. He made reference of the American press—from the trial at the university will be extended tor
William Steege, general manager of ato great
a series of tests on social sciences of John Peter Zenger, which estab a year. His normal four year "tour
Fox West Coast Theaters, will, ac conducted
American Historical lished an international landmark ln of duty” will expire in June, 1936. In
cording to Manager Shenk, be present associationbyto the
his conviction. the struggle for a free press, down to some cases, however, the War depart
at Varsity Vodvil in an effort to scout Dr. E. M. support
Little; professor of our modern publishing industry?” ment grants an extension of one year.
any
promising
material
for
the
West
„
, physics, and president of the local These are a few of the questions
Coast Theaters. Shenk intimated that j c h a p t e r o £ f t e
l n o p e n l n g which Dr. Housman will answer in
WEATHER FORECAST
Mr. Steege would be requested to be the meeting mentioned the fact that dealing with the queries which arise
one of the judges of the competition. the University of Chicago has been when readers consider the American
(U. S. Weather Bureau)
Negotiations are now under way to employing the essay type of examina press.
Snow flurries tonight. Lowest
have scouts from the Wilbur Cushman tion for the past two years, but the On February 4, Lucia B. Mirrielees temperature 8 degrees tonight.
and Franco Marshall vaudeville cir present tendenoy favors the objective of the English department, will give a Wednesday generally fair; no de.
cuits in the audience at the final pres method. He presented a paper con lecture on “Sleuthing Through the elded change in temperature;
entations.
diminishing winds.
taining details explaining certain lim English Language.”
Ray Whitcomb, Montana State uni
versity yell king, will act as master itations of the objective test.
of ceremonies at the Varsity Vodvil
and will be assisted by a masked
stooge. After the second act the
stooge will be unmasked with impres-,
slve ceremonies.
Tickets will be sold under the block
system, with each organization on the Decorations and Entertainment. Will Dances to Be Absolutely Non-Date Affairs Lasting Two
Be Different This Year
campus purchasing a block., Tickets
Hours; Milt Anderson and Five Piece Band
will be 40 cents for the general house
Selected to Furnish Music
and 55 cents for the mezzanine seats. Plans for Co-ed formal, which will
The Btart of the ticket sale campaign be given February 29 in the gold room
will be announced later.
of the Student Union building, are The inaugurating matinee mixer will be given this afternoon begin
rapidly being organized. This year’s ning at 4 o’clock and lasting until 6 o’clock, in the gold room of the
will feature new ideas In dec
Daniel Clapp Is Married dance
orations and entertainment which Student Union building. Milton Anderson and his five piece orchestra
will furnish music for the dance, which is strictly a non-date affair.
In Eastern City Friday have not been made public yet.
Esther Swanson, Missoula, manager Students will have an opportunity tof-------------------------------------— —-----use of the Student Union build tee concerning the type of entertain
Daniel Clapp, who was graduated of Co-ed, announced yesterday that make
ing facilities by attending matinee ment the students desire. Because the
from the university in 1932, was mar-1 committee chairmen will meet this dances
which will be given once a majority of the student body request
afternoon
to
discuss
the
organization
ried to Charlotte Clapp ln Watertown,
week, for the rest of the year, if they ed these mixers, it is up to the entire
Massachusetts, Friday evening. Among ot plans for the event,
group to make them successful.
prove
successful.
those attending the ceremony were Last year a record crowd attended
Robert Boden and Harold Fitzgerald the dance. Women were given late If a crowd of 350 students or more Student Unions throughout the
also former state university students, permission so that parties could be attend these dances, the admission country have been successful in spon
Mr. and Mrs. Clapp have announced KWen after the dance at several of price will be reduced from 15 to 10 soring matinee mixers. Because of the
cents a person. The mixers will not increase of enrollment here, it Is ex
that they will take a delayed wedding t*1®sorority houses,
be conducted as money-making prop pected that many students will take
Jrlp next summer to Missoula. At
ositions, but rather as a form of good advantage of the opportunity to go to
HAROLD DEAN VISITS
present Clapp is doing research work
the matinee mixers.
entertainment for the students.
in chemistry at the Boston Institute
Harold Dean, ’32, present Sanders The idea of a student sponsored Next Tuesday afternoon, Les Smith
of Technology.
county attorney, visited the university matinee mixer originated last fall as and his five-piece orchestra will play
Robert Laurie, Glendive, has with law school Friday. He was a guest the result of an Investigation made by for the dance. The sound system will
| at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house. the Student Union executive commit-1 be used for all of the mixers.
drawn from school.

W. R. Ames
Leads Group
In Discussion

Before Returning to Duties
At State University

Secretary Ickes Will Be Consulted Regarding
Projects at State University

President George Finlay Simmons
gave an address at the dedicatory
services of the new high school audi
torium in Kalispell last night. Today
President Simmons gave his lecture,
“A Windjammer Voyage to Treasure
Island” at a convocation of the Flathead 'county high school.
Kalispell is the fourth city in the
state ln which Dr. Simmons has lec
tured since taking over the duties as
president of the university. On Jan
uary 29, he will go to Butte to .give
a lecture, “Treasure Island,” at a din
ner for the Boy Scouts and Silver Bow
club. The following day he will de
liver a lecture entitled “Murderers'
Island” at the Butte Rotary club
luncheon.
President Simmons will return to
Missoula on January 30 to attend the
Chamber of Commerce dinner on that
date.
Approximately 150 alumni attended
the dinner-dance which was given in
honor of President Simmons last
Thursday in Billings. Among those
present were Dr. and Mrs. E. S.
Weyer, (Mrs. Weyer, the former Ruth
Nickey, physical education instructor
here last year, is president of the
Billings alumni group), Larry Hlgbee,
Guy Mooney, Harold Seipp, Rex
Hibbs, Howard Gullickson, Bob Jelley,
Babe Ruth, Sterling Stapp, Nell Port
er, Marlon Cline Ruth, Dorothy Jor
gensen, Audrey Wendel, Archie Grover
and Mr. and Mrs. William J. Mameson.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt has promised to discuss personally
the Montana State university chemistry-pharmacy and journalism
building projects with Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes, a telegram
received yesterday from Senator James E. Murray stated. Wallace
‘ Brennan discussed the PWA projects

Housman Talks
Famous Band
Army
Men
Notified
On U. S. Press Of Summer Projects Will Entertain
This Evening
Dance Guests

Co-eds Planning
New Dance Ideas

Inaugurating Matinee Mixer
Will Be Given Today at Four

Foresters’ Ball Will Have
T. Howard’s Orchestra
From California
Tex Howard and his band of eight
members and entertainers have been
hired to play for the Foresters’ ball,
February 7.
Arrangements to have the well
known radio and dance band play
were completed Monday afternoon by
long distance telephone from Los
Angeles where the orchestra has just
completed a six months’ engagement
at the Casino Gardens.
Tom Brierley, chief push of tile 1936
ball, said after the decision had been
made: “Such an orchestra is naturally
expensive, but we believe that main
taining a high standard ln the music
for Foresters’ ball Is one of the im
portant things that we will have to
guard."
Charles White, secretary of the mu
sicians union in Missoula, recom
mended Tex Howard's orchestra
highly and added that Howard was a
wonderful musician and had several
men of very high calibre ln his band.
It Is possible, according to com
mittee members, that the music and
festivities of the dance will be broad
cast over radio station KGVO. This
orchestra lias had at one time a reg
ular dance program over several
radio stations.
It is believed by members of the
Foresters' ball committee that How
ard and his men will travel by auto
mobile to keep the engagement.
Ralph Dobbs, Brookline, MassachusettsB, chairman of the ticket com
mittee, announced Monday that 252
tlcketB had been sold and that only
158 tickets remained for the general
student body. Frank M. Knowles of
the United States Forest Service, has
reserved 20 tickets and has expressed
the belief that he would need at least
lu more. One social fraternity has
reset ved a block of 30 tickets.
Since in a crowd of more than 400
couples it is almost impossible to find
any one particular person, special
meeting places have been set aside to
lessen the confusion. When making
out the programs the meeting p ace
is to be listed beside the perscit s
name and the number of the dance.
Members of the decorating commit
tees working under the direction of
George Gable, Rocky Boy, have com
pleted preparations for seven meeting
places for the dancers. These will be
the Branding Chute, the Lookout
Tower, the Ranger's Dream, the Bar
Room, Johnny Inksllnger’s Desk, the
Blue Ox and Paul's Boots.

the proposed buildings with Presi
Debaters Draw fordent
Roosevelt yesterday morning and
the chief executive expressed Interest
In
the
that is being done for
Large Crowd educationalworkInstitutions
by the PWA.
Brennan, local member of the state
Monday Night board
of education, left Missoula last
Saturday. His presence ln Washing

East Team Upholds Right
Of Congress to Override
High Tribunal Rule
College of St. Thomas debaters rig
orously upheld the weak side of the
question ln their debate against Mon
tana State university representatives
last night. The speakers argued be
fore a crowd which jammed the Mem
orial room of the Student Union build
ing. The question was, Resolved:
That Congress, By a Two-thirds Vote,
Should Be Allowed to Override De
cisions of the Supreme Court declar
ing Acts of the Congress Unconstitu
tional.
The SL Thomas debaters, Robert
Sheran and Abraham Kaplan, argued
ln the affirmative, supporting all
phases of the new deal. They de
clared that the Supreme court was
Inevitably partial, and that Congress
was more representative of the will
of the people and therefore Bhould
have power to override the veto power
exercised by the Supreme court They
further asserted that acts of Congress
had been consistently and persistently
killed by the Supreme court, with no
regard to the merltB or evils of the
cases.
Montana, represented by William
Shallenberger, Missoula, and Clyde
McCall, Whitehall, argued that the
continuity of national policy would be
severely interrupted if Congress had
the power to override vetoes. They
Insisted that the personal rights of
man would be violated—that the Con
stitution would be discarded. They
objected to the use of the American
public as human guinea pigs, to be
dealt with as the experimenter saw
fit. They pointed with pride to the
fine record of the present Supreme
court and that of the Supreme courts
ln the past. They emphasized the fact
that the present system allowed for
a gradual change—a flexible govern
ment, but not one which swayed to
every breeze.
The debate as a whole presented
both sides of an interesting and vital
question. It was a non-declslon de
bate.

University Student
Killed in Accident
Injuries Sustained In Motorcycle Crash
Fatal to Chester Peak

ton to take care of many of the details
of presenting the projects for final ap
proval and allocation waB necessitated
by word from the PWA officials that
a re-allocation of Montana funds Is
to be made soon.
The Montana alumnus spent two
weeks in Washington during Decem
ber where he managed to get all ob
jections to the projects cleared. As
a result of the trip the; specifications
of the projects tvere completed and
sent from the state offices at Helena.
Neither project has as yet been put
in the B classification.

Winter Major
Production Is
Unusual Show
Masquers’ Play, “Knight of
Burning Pestle,” to Be
Given March 5
Masquers’ winter major production,
“The Knight of the Burning Pestle,"
will present an unusual selection of
entertainment for the audience, ac
cording to Barnard Hewitt, director
of dramatics. The play Is scheduled
to be produced March 5.
“Burlesque Comedy” Is the sub-title
given by the authors—a more apt one
might be ” ‘Don Quixote,’ ‘Romeo and
Juliet,’ ‘Twelfth Night’ and ’Naughty
Marietta’—all rolled Into one.” The
play carries the thread of two plots
all the way through—a burlesqued
knight-errant rescuing maidens ln
distress, and two lovers torn apart
through the machinations of an Irate
father. A comic device Is also used
whereby a citizen and his wife come
from the audience and object to tho
way the play is performed—and there
after sit on the stage, adding asides
und generally mixing things up.
Sir Francis Beaumont and John
Fletcher wrote the comedy, which was
first produced in 1611. The authors
were successors to Shakespeare ln the
writing of popular comedies.
Music under the direction of An
drew Corry 1b featured rather strong
ly ln this production. The heroine,
played by Margaret Orahood, Mis
soula, and the hero, Koyne Osborne,
Livingston, Indulge lu several mu
sical moments. Master Merrythought,
played by Orville Skones, Missoula,
sings several songs and is a character
much like Sir Toby Belch in "Twelfth
Night.”
The technical staff of the produc
tion Is now working on the scenery
and sets. The play will require 26
changes of scenery ln five acts. The
unusual setting, designed by Melvin
Hedlne and Barnard Hewitt, allows
the action of the play to proceed with
out Interruption for changing of scen
ery. Complete scenery and lighting
arrangements will be worked out by
means of a model stage now being
built.

Chester C. Peak, a university fresh
man from Missoula, was killed In
stantly Saturday afternoon when the
motorcycle he was riding crashed into
a guard rail on the highway east of
Poison.
Peak, accompanied by Allen Erick
son from the university and several
other motorcycle fans from Missoula,
was making the first trip of the newly
formed Hellgate Motorcycle club. The
group was going to Kalispell to meet
with the motorcycle club of that city.
He Is survived by his mother, Mrs.
Eva M. Peak of Helena, and a brother,
George, also a student at the univer
sity. He was a pledge of Sigma Chi Mountaineers Join Ski
fraternity. Arrangements for the fu
Club in Party Sunday
neral, which will be held Wednesday,
hare not yet been completed.
The Mountaineers and the Ski club
held a joint skiing party Sunday ln
BOTANY GRAD GETS POSITION the vicinity of Sawmill gulch, west
of Waterworks dam up Rattlesnake
Paul Lemmon, who received his de creek.
gree ln botany here in 1930 and his Approximately forty-five people at
doctorate last summer at the Univer tended, 12 of whom were members of
sity of Wisconsin, has received an ap the University Ski club.
pointment as assistant'forester ln soil A slalom course was laid out and
conservation.
10 contestants vied for supremacy,
skiing down the fast hill side, and
Allen Conrad, ’35, has been trans cutting between the flags that marked
ferred from Helena to Fort Peck, the half-mile course. Bob Rutherford,
where he Is employed in the finance Missoula, won the contest with a run
department of the United States en of 1 minute, 41 seconds, without a
fall.
gineers.
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A ROUNDER Contempo raries ’ Opinions

ority entertained at a fireside Friday
night at the chapter house.
A1 Heller was a week-end guest at
the Delta Sigma Lambda house.

k
THE FIFTH H0R8EMAN
SOCIAL CALENDAR
LOOK AT THE GREEKS
Friday
Alpha, Phi Reception
The fight that is pending In the "F” is for the flunks that are in pros
pect;
Barristers’ B a ll............Student Union Miss Eileen Klnnane, national sec
courts today concerning taxation of
"I"
is
for
the
idiots
in
class;
Saturday
retary-treasurer of Alpha Phi soror
Greek-letter organizations marks an "N” is for the notes we never study,
Phi Sigma Kappa ..._.......Coffee Dan’s ity was guest of honor at a formal
And said one mosquito to another, other milestone for those social “A” is for the answers that we pass Alpha
Chi
Omega
..................
Fireside
reception held at the chapter house
"Won’t you drop into Siberia and let groups down the road to oblivion. It "L” is for the “L” that cramming
last night In the receiving line
me show you a few of my prize itch- is a significant fact fraternities and
causes;
were Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson,
Sororities and Fraterntiles
ings?”
Subscription price, $2.60 per year
sororities are being 'considered by “S” is for the “students” that we Saturday night dinner guests at the Mrs. George Finlay Simmons, Mrs.
stand.
Mulford Crutchfield, Mrs. Wallace
many as no longer useful to the uni Put them
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Kappa
Kappa
Gamma
house
were
Sunday’s radio programs
all together they spell
Jane Sheppard, Elizabeth Wilde and Brennan, Mrs. Walter MacCallum and
versities which they represent
Are a veritable hoax
“Finals,”
Leah Orvis.
For Cantor and Benny
Faith Embrey.
They have no one to blame; they “Fairest” tests in all the land!
TOM W1GALBetty Ann Polleys was a Sunday
Steal my Tuesday’s jokes.
have
invited
the
clouds
that
are
low
.—Associate Editor
__ Associate Editor
Formal Initiation
ering over their heads. In days gone Final examinations, bane of col dinner guest at the Kappa Kappa
-Business Manager
HAROLD HALL.
The Life of a Journalist
Kappa Alpha Theta held formal ini
by, those social houses were exclusive legiate humanity, are rapidly ap Gamma house.
Betty
Barnes
was
a
dinner
guest
at
tiation Saturday for Jacqueline Ackey,
in their own power, pledges were proaching, speeding onward toward t
Headline
chosen only after long consideration; quaking Trojan student body like the the Kappa Kappa Gamma house Mon Whitefish; Mary Callaway, Helena;
Deadline
day
night
Frankie
Davenport, Butte; Eloise Ed
a
member’s
pin
was
his
stamp
of
ap
Breadline
inevitable
Four
Horsemen
of
the
Ap
- Let’s Extend Our Service
proval in the business and social ocalypse—death, pestilence, war, and Kappa Kappa Gamma Mothers’ club wards, Billings; Dorothy Floyd,
held
their
weekly
meeting
at
the
Butte;
Betty
Jennings, Whitefish;
Service to the state by the university has long been a matter of para The apparent blindness of the citi world.
famine.
mount importance to those on the campus. The various schools and zens of the Chinese Republic to the Now these halcyon days are gone, They cannot be escaped, for should chapter house Tuesday afternoon. An I Dorothy Morris, Billings; Arva Dorpartitioning of their country by out and in their wake the embattled ranks the student merely forget their near informal tea followed the business othy Phelps, Missoula; Doris Clayton,
departments have contributed their services in multiple ways, com side
Missoula; Betty Sherman, Kalispell;
powers may be partly due to the of the fraternities and sororities stand ness and fall to take an examination, meeting.
mencement speakers have gone out to the state’s high schools in the Oriental
Elizabeth Treaey, Helena; Sara Waban that was placed on the on doddering legs. The world-wide the equally-lnevltable ‘ie” pops up to
spring and the annual Interscholastic track meet has been offered for picture “China Sees.”
depression of 1929 dealt the Greeks offer eternal reminder as does the Alumni, actives and pledges of dell, Missoula, and Marcella Wallin,
Lewistown.
the entertainment of high school students. Not only have these and
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
held
their
annual
the most staggering blow, but there most acute stage of seven-year itch.
Bench warmers all
other things of a similiar nature been services to the state but they
were many who believed that they Nor can the Zeus-like professor fall Founder’s day banquet at the Flor
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
Need reproach
would weather the storm. However, to give cognizance to this caste-level ence hotel Sunday night.
have proved excellent advertising for the university.
They talked an ear
instead of retrenchment and sensible ing mental torturer, which serves to Marie Hovee, Drummond,- was i
The scope of this service could be extended to bring to the people
Right off the Coach.
counter-attack, wholesale pledging anguish rich and poor, fraternity week-end guest at the Kappa Delta
HOW IS YOUR COAL PILE?
of the state some of the finest things the university has to offer, the
was begun in a desperate effort to member and non-org, athlete and Phi house.
things which are seldom seen beyond the boundaries of the campus.
BLAH’S BRAIN TRUST
Beta Kappa alike. The professor must Kappa Delta announces the pledg MISSOULA COAL & TRANSFER
maintain financial security.
Why not arrange state-wide tours for the symphony orchestra, glee
COMPANY
In general, fraternities and soror bow to the dictates of this Satin-sent ing of Mildred Couper, Wallace, Idaho.
COAL and WOOD
ities now consider anyone a potential tradition, for if he fails to observe the Wednesday night dinner guests at
clubs, band, baseball team and one or two lecturers? All arrange
the
Kappa
Delta
house
were
Elsie
Mc
pledge who is the possessor of money, hellish custom, a mark as characterPhone 3603
ments could be handled through the high schools contacted on the
athletic ability or ephemeral campus blighting as Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Intosh, Patricia Reno, and Lillian
tours with the university units receiving only enough money to meet
popularity. A large pledge chapter, Letter” is placed against his name by Hopkins.
their traveling expenses and the high schools making as much profit
Joyce Michols, Ann Rlccioni and
instead of a more select group of neo- his diabolic contemporaries
your hair isn't becoming to you,
as possible from each performance. Certainly the symphony orchestra
phytes, is the order of the day. One Yes, onward sweeps the Fifth Bea Rothenburg were Sunday dinner Ifyon
had better be coming to us,
faltering step has led to another until Horseman, Finals, prepared to mow guests at the Alpha Chi Omega house.
is of such quality to justify a state-wide audience, there are lecturers
TRAIL
BARBER SHOP
Jean
Knapp,
Wilsall,
and
Lois
An
crossroads have been reached, down his allotted portion of Trojan
from our faculty who rank with any outsiders we have heard, the
FRANK J. SPON, Prop.
Should the courts decide in favor of student citizenry, to return next derson, Bonner, were week-end guests
baseball team is capable of exhibiting a superior brand of play and
Higgins
Avenue
at Broadway
taxation, little short of a miracle semester for a second chance at this at the Sigma Kappa house.
—Journeymen—
the band would prove popular to any audience. The schedule would
could save many from going over the term’s apparent fortunates.—Southern Nat Allen and John Huxley were Harry Edwards
Geo. W. Janke
start in the fall with a tour by the band or orchestra and be concluded
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
brink.—Oklahoma Daily.
!California Trojan.
Kappa house.
with the showing of the baseball team in the spring. Working with
Dean R. C. Line was a Sunday din
a series of tours, many high schools would have the opportunity to
ner guest at the Delta Sigma Lambda
sponsor all the performances but all high schools would be visited at
house.
least once during the year.
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
Then in the spring at the time the Interscholastic track meet is held
GREAT OFFENSIVE
well as the family. Picture Russia Alpha Epsilon house were Mildred
now with practically no immorality, Carlson and Eloise Edwards.
the program could be extended to include events of a greater educa These three are guiding the destiny By Maurice Hindus
tional and cultural nature. .This would be a wise time to present the of Pseudo E. Blah in his campaign for How can one help but admire and the peasants on equal footing with the A smoker was held Sunday at the
United States Senate. Despite his respect Russia for the great strides rest of the people, and the family, Alpha Tau Omega house for actives,
university musical show which replaced Hi-Jinx last year. It would the
the gentleman on the left it has made In the past decade due to while not reigning supreme, given pledges and alumni. Guests were
be good entertainment and demonstrate to our visitors the ability of isdisguise,
none other than Frank Knox Blah, "Great Offensive?” Its ultimate aim its place in the scheme of affairs, and Leroy Lefler, Dr. G. F. Shallenberger, Master Cleaners, Dyers
our students and their directors along these lines. A plan to show the who said, “Pseudo is a chip off the old isits “the
achievement of a classless so the army a well trained force reveal and Bobby Stevenson.
and Laundry
benefits of a college education through a few speeches by leading men Blahck."
ciety and the immediate building of ing a unity of feeling. Industrializa Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
tion is perhaps their greatest aim. Tau Omega house were Clem Rose,
and women at a large banquet given by the university for its high The charming debutante in the cen an industrial machine.”
ter is Frances Perkins Blah, while Mr. Hindus reports in his book the Millions on millions of cars, trucks, Bobby Stevenson, Ted Sweeney and
school guests would bring forth the support of many high school prin Lydia
Blah, cuts a striking Russian desire for power, the loy farm machines, and factory equipment Bud Dezell, Butte.
cipals, would induce more students to enter Montana State university figure inPinkham
the rest of the picture.
alty to the government, and great up are turned out every year. By the Titus Kurtichanov, Butte, was a
and add to the other festivities of the week in sending the youthful
building combined with equality of Five Year Plan a designated quota is Saturday dinner guest at the Alpha
visitors home with praise for the university. .
The University of Chicago Daily both peasant and noble. His begin to be filled each year. Sometimes the Tau Omega house.
Maroon carried the following bor ning with life in Russia, then ma quota is exceeded but more often it Pledges of Delta Delta Delta sorThe plan is feasible; why not try to put it into operation ?
rowed headline following an egg lay chines with their results on human lacks the stated amount. Too, so much
ing contest:
beings and trades, the peasants and of the machinery falls to pieces with
Dr. Emerson Stone
America Must Choose
their growth, religion, morality, fa very little use. Why? The workers
EGGSSELLENT EGGPOSITION
Osteopathic Physician
A Complete
milies,
schools, art, army, jails, and have to be educated up to their new
EGGSEEDS EGGSPECTATIONS
In November America must choose we are told. But those who
concluding with Siberia and jobs and freedom, and they simply
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Banking
Service
would lead us to believe that our nation has reached the crossroads (No wonder editors are hardboiled). mankind,
Phone 2321
the revolution tells us vividly of the mu8t learn 1116 fundamentals. It is a
where one direction leads to free competition and the other to a regi Since the split-up of a certain local Russian new economic order, new case of trial and error— which the WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS
mented order have given us little beyond vast generalities and high- dance band, the ads read:
human personality, and new adven Russians are not afraid to use.
Dr.
A.
G. Whaley
What Impressed me most was the
sounding words from which to choose.
Hear the Aristocrats, less Smith. tures.
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
The
Western
Montana
all-consuming
loyalty
to
the
govern
Their
lack
of
food
and
clothing
cer
The Republicans have launched an attack against the Democratic
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104
National Bank
does make a reader wonder at ment that Is shown in all stages of
administration’s relief program, Democrats themselves have found THE PARABLES OF HUDAMORE tainly
the wiseness of Russia’s plan, for life. A college student wouldn’t think
Missoula,
Montana
And
It
came
to
pass
that
a
young
fault with the program of make-belief work, the Liberty League is
has money to buy these I °t soing into business for himself
Dr. Georgia Costigan
was taking a Good Razzing everyone
Affiliated with
mothering the homeless theory of a balanced budget, the Democrats maiden
articles but exporting and the gov-1after graduation. That would be a
Chiropodist
from
her
sorority
sisters
because
she
First
Bank
Stock
Corporation
disgrace!
No,
he
will
work
for
his
are muddling along confident that they are firmly entrenched for at did not partake in Outside Activities. ernment demand a low standard of
206 Wilma
government.
Children
are
impressed
living.
How
can
they
hope
to
achieve
least^another four years.
So she went to Hudamore the Seer, equality and happiness for all under with the importance of its functions
Were the Republicans to be returned to power at the next election, and he didst advise her to enter Var such circumstances? Books, night and older people practically breathe
Vodvil, as was the custom of the clubs, theaters, and all kinds of me and eat for the sake of government.
what would they do about the wasteful practices of maintaining relief sity
organizations? ’ Would they advocate a direct dole on the grounds people.
chanical equipment are ready for all And so Communism has full sway
so completely did she follow those
that it is no more demoralizing and costs two-thirds less? Would the theNow
who desire them—but what is In Russia. What its outcome will be
advice of the Wise One, that she the
and what good or harm will result
Republicans have the courage of their convictions and increase taxes did neglect her sleep, studying and good—you can’t live without food. cannot
be realized. Time will tell!
Living in a country like ours with
and reduce expenditures until income and outgo balance? And would taking of Regular Nourishment. And supposed
—J. B.
equal freedom of the sexes,
a policy of ignoring human needs along with the machinery for relief for seven days and seven nights she where times
are
not
fraught
with
a
worketh
herself
into
a
Froth,
at
the
be accepted by a majority of the people?
too violent and too apparent civil dis Fiction Parade Prints
of which time she reasoneth that sension,
where all shonld have an
That a balanced budget is a desirable thing no one will deny. But, end
she had a Presentable Act.
Story by Struckman
equal
chance, and where from the ex
writing in the November issue of Nation, Stuart Chase, noted econ So when the day of Atonement and
ternal
view
country is respected
omist, throws a different light on the matter. “Demanding a balanced Tryouts arriveth, she begot herself by others andourconsidered
a strong and “Honey Colored Hair," a short story
her Motley Crew to the Union
budget is understandable on the assumption that the Liberty Leaguer and
worthy power, it is hard to realize by Robert Struckman, appeared in the
is a complete automaton, raising his arm when ope button is pushed, building.
And when the act did go on, she Russia’s terrible predicament alter recent issue of Fiction Parade. This
and saying ‘Mamma, Mamma,’ when another is pushed. But if a bare found the place overrun with mem the revolution and her great improve magazine, which is comparatively new
modicum of thought is applied to the situation it is immediately appar bers of other Tribes and Tongs, who ment since. Internal revolutions aid on the market, is a reprint publica
by outside disrespect caused the tion. taking its material from con
ent that balancing the federal budget in the middle of a major depres didst laugh and Catcall, and make ed
Cracks, and distract her Fol people to hate themselves and for temporary magazines throughout the
sion is about the last conceivable step which a well-kept gentleman Wise
eignersMorality was at a very low country.
lowers.
who values his survival should advocate.”
level, the peasants literally took “a
so through the performance, beating,”
dissension ruled the army as
What the critical voters want when they go to the polls next No theAndjudges
sateth and laughed at the
vember will be the possession of facts, a conception of the practicability witticisms of Each Another, or catchcan send your son to college
of both sides. They care little for “entrenched greed,” “autocratic etli up on Back Sleep. And when it You
been rendered, the judges didst But you can not make him think. . .
minority,” “blood sucking bureaucracy” and “socialistic tendencies.” had
—Kaimin, ’00
Thumbs Down upon it, with
They want the facts and without them the American people will go' turn
much sneering.
on being more interested in the popular song concerning the mech So did the maiden depart the plac£,
CAMELS
LUCKIES
THE TRAMP ABROAD
anism of a circular horn or in the activities of any well-known criminal. and hie herself to the Students’ Store Tom Roe trying to exchange a
CHESTERFIELDS
If such be the case that important choice will merely result in the to partake of Belated Sustalnence, and Sigma Chi badge for a Kappa pin . . .
OLD GOLDS
selection of the lesser of two evils to guide the government of the lo there were naught but Female Em D. J. (Gambler’s Friend) Doyle hang
CAUiiwOk,k
ployees. And these women took note ing his pin on Marie Lasby . . . Bob
United States.
of no one aside from the Gay Lo Cosgrove fumigating the campus with
tharios who Infested the Joint, and El Ropos . . . George Ratliert remark
The local chapters of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Nu, college with whom they spent their time hold ing that the Ricci violin sounded like Flat Fifties
- 29c
NEW W ILM A 10c-RIALTO-25c
fraternities, have abandoned Hell Week,” an outmoded custom hav ing hands, and Angling Dates with a fiddle to him . . . Stan Koch plan Per Carton
$ 1.22
more rugged thereof, while dirty ning to move Campus Studios to
ing to do with the initiation of new members. We congratulate these the
LAST TIMES TODAY!
dishes filled the sink to overflowing. Seattle . . . Thetas charging graft,
TODAY to THURSDAY I
two chapters and predict that all others represented on the local So the Unfortunate One did forsake corruption and coercion . . . Robert
“KING OF
BURLESQUE”
campus will follow their sensible example.—The Missoula Sentinel. the spot, and going out did look for HUomitn hurrying home to study . . .
2
— With —
a place to Die. But encountering David G. Yesley entering the rug
“SHOW THEM
NO MERCY”
Warner Baxter
Hudamore
the
Seer,
she
telletli
her
cleaning
business.
— And—
. . . it is a fact that every co-ed on the Montana State university troubles in their entirety to him.
“HITCH
HIKE
LADY”
WEDNESDAY
and
THURSDAY!
campus is a queen in her own right.— Miles City Daily Star.
And he did wuxetli wise, and spake
You’ll say It’s the best double'
Cecil
B.
DeMiDe’s
to her: Await the time, Young One,
feature
show
in
months!
See “CHUCK” GAUGHAN at the
“THE CRUSADES”
College is just like a washing machine; you get out of it just what until the place overruneth with Mas
culinity
at
the
taps.
Then
betake
STARTING
FRIDAY!
Most
stupendous
achievement
of
you put into it, but you’d never recognize it.—Daily Illini.
yourself in, and so sit at the counter,
modern times.
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL’S
and Ogle at the help, and your cup
ISLAND”
We Sell, Rent, Trade and Repair All Makes
Princeton had one of the nation’s outstanding football teams during will be filled to Overflowing.
COMINGJE'RIDAY!
— And —

and

— ABOUT —

THE OPEN SHELF x

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Cigarettes

2 Packages, 25c

Smith Drug Store
South Side Pharmacy

run HITS

Typewriter Supply Co.

the past season yet eight squad members, including the captain, are
Then?
on the university’s honor roll for high scholastic standing. What;s You can leadEven
a horse to water
wrong with this picture?
But you can not make him drink

312 Higgins

of Typewriters

Across from Smith Drug

Phone 5 7 3 2

“Hands Across the Table”

“THE THROWBACK”
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Phi Delta Theta,
Montana Grizzlies Cop Fast
E. Bowlers
Hoop Tilt From Miners, 5142 S. A.Take
All Games
University Team Scores Sixth Consecutive Win; Oremen
Lead 5-2 Early in Game, But Thomson and Blastic
Give Local Squad Victory by Good Shots
Only once losing the lead, Montana Grizzlies won their sixth straight
game from the School of Mines quint of Butte by a score of 51-42
at the university gym last Saturday night It was the first defeat for
the Mines which had previously won from Carroll college, Billings Poly,

PAUL BUNYAN

Sigma Chi lVIns Two; Joe Mariana,
Lathrop and Schwanke Lead
Greek Pin Smashers
Sigma Alpha ' Epsilon took three
straight games from Alpha Tau
Omega, Phi Delta Theta won an equal
number from Sigma Nu and Sigma
Chi dropped the third game to Phi
Sigma Kappa in the second round of
the Interfraternity bowling league
Saturday.
Team honors for the afternoon went
to Sigma Alpha Epsilon with a single
game of 913, the highest rolled in the
league in two years, and to Phi Delta
Theta with a 2676 total, the largest
score shot by a fraternity team in the
league since 1933.
Eight 200 games were turned in by
the bowlers, with Joe Mariana of the
Phi Sigma Kappa team getting the
highest, 236. Bob Lathrop and Kermit
Schwanke of the Phi Delts shot sin
gle games of 227 and 226 and lead all
other bowlers with totals of 567 and
566, respectively.
Phi Delta Theta—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
Ennis ___ ____ .... 149 204 159 512
Schwanke ....... .... 225 140 201 566
Wigal .............. .... 172 158 211 541
Seymour ......... .... 167 158 164 489
Lathrop ........... .... 178 227 162 567
Totals ..... .... 891 887 897 2675
Sigma Nu—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
Johnson ........... .... 179 158 189 526
High .............. .... 122
132 132
Miller .............. .... 159 179 160 498
.... 160 170 167
160 170 167 497

Castles are the reserves.
Missoula County high school will Schramm-Hebard Meat Co.
meet Anaconda in a preliminary game FRESH
and SALT MEATS, FISH,
at 7 o’clock. University students who
POULTRY and OYSTERS
go before or during this game will be
charged 10 cents admission.
417 North Higgins Are. Phone 3191
Montana’s basketball team will at
tempt to take its seventh straight
victory tomorrow night when the
Grizzlies meet the invading Northern
Montana college quint in a return en A. W. S. officers will have their pic
gagement. The Northern Lights were tures taken for the Sentinel Monday
swamped 61-28 in the first game at afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Eloise at home saves time and
Havre.
Knowles room of the Student Union
helps grades— call
The Northern Lights team has on
It is important that every
its roster several leading Indian play building.
one
be
there
on
time.
ers from the class B high school
championship teams. Among these Interfraternity council meets to
are the Courechene brothers and Du night
“Underwood Agency”
pree, a guard who was high point man o’clock.at the Sigma Chi house at 8
for student rental rates
for the Northern team the last time
the two teams met He scored 13 The W. A. A. “old clothes” party
NO. 12 HAMMOND ARCADE
Phone 2457
points and most of these were from
for Wednesday night in the
the outer circle. Other stellar per scheduled
women’s
gym,
has
been
postponed
to
formers on the squad are Merkel, Mc- Thursday night
Dermot, Longee, Nottingham and
Goodheart.
club will meet at 7:30
Henry Blastic, the Grizzlies’ high FrenchThursday
night in the Stu
point man for the season, will be in o’clock,
dent
Union
building.
one starting berth. “Cat” Thomson,
runner-up for individual scoring hon Kappa Tau members will meet at
ors, will probably be in the other for- Ace Woods’ Studio Wednesday at 7:40
the dance and would dance with his
big boots add his flopping mackinaw.
The co-ed drew forth her compact
with the rubber band around it and
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 15c
put on a new face, for she did want
to make a good impression on Paul
LAST TIMES TODAY!
The winter formal sea
Bunyan at the Foresters’ ball. And
she rolled her eyes just once for prac
son is in full swing. Bar
tice, and the big footed forestry stu
risters’ Ball is just a
dent did blush for he saw that her
eyes were big and he found them
little over a week away.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
pretty like Babe the Blue Ox's only
Now is the time to see
TWO DELUXE HITS!
they were blue.
that you have the cor
The co-ed then bought a ticket from
Ann Southern
the perspiring forester, for her boy
rect clothes.
— In —
friend was broke, and she wanted to
“Eight Bells”
go to the season’s biggest dance.
R ichard Cromwell
— In —

Team Looks for Seventh
Straight Victory in
Return Tilt

FABLES
“And who,” asked the pretty co-ed
as she looked up at the forester who
needed a haircut, “is this Paul Bunyan that you foresters start raving
about every time Foresters’ ball rolls
around?"
“Why, he's the greatest forester of
them all, and the patron myth of For
esters’ ball,” said the husky forester
as the flush showed through the pine
dust on his neck.
“And he’s the one that every year
shows up at Foresters’ ball with Babe
the Blue Ox to see that everything
goes according to schedule and to
join in the festivities, drink his fill,
get some hay for Babe and give For
esters’ ball the publicity of his visit.
Just listen will ya, and I’ll tell ya of
some of the things he’s done,” said
the forester.
“Paul Bunyan was born in Maine.
When three weeks old he rolled around
so much in his sleep that he destroyed
four square miles of standing timber.
Then they built a floating cradle for
him and anchored it off Eastport.
When Paul rocked in his cradle it
caused a 75-foot tide in the Bay of
Fundy and several villages were
washed away. He couldn’t be awak
ened, however, until the British navy
was called out and fired broadsides
for seven hours. When Paul stepped
out of the cradle he sank seven war
ships and the British government
seized his cradle and used the timber
to build seven more. The quick action
of the navy saved Nova Scotia from
becoming an island, but the tides in
the Bay of Fundy haven't subsided
yet."

Intermountain and Northern Montana!1-------------------------------------- --------college.
INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
Early in the game the Miners led
5 to 2, three dazzling baskets by
Interfraternity Basketball
Thomson gave the Grizzlies the lead Tuesday, January 28—Phi Sigma
10-5. Mines cut it down to one point, Kappa vs. Delta Sigma Lambda,
then Thomson connected again and 7:30 o’clock; Phi Delta Theta vs.
Blastic followed with two. Poole’s Sigma Phi Epsilon, 8:30 o’clock.
closeup and Gallant’s long one made Thursday, January 30 — Sigma
the half time score. University 24, Nu vs. Phi Sigma Kappa, 7:30
Mines, 20.
o’clock; Sigma Chi vs. Phi Delta
Accurate and frequent free throws Theta, 8:30 o’clock.
started the first half, Grizzlies
Saturday, February 1—Sigma Al
broke in fast for three shots, and Gal pha Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi, 10
lant made two, bringing the score to o’clock; Alpha Tau Omega vs. In
37 to 31, Grizzlies leading. Then Mil dependents, 11 o’clock.
ler went in for three baskets and
Glover for one. Dezell shot two and
Brown matched them. Powers, Min
ers’ center, was taken out because of
an injured knee and Gallant went to
center. Blastic, Thomson and Miller Grizzlies again demonstrated their
were outstanding for the Grizzlies, superiority over a minor college when
FreebourUe and Gallant did best for they soundly trounced the Orediggers
the Miners. Grizzlies scored 20 of Saturday night. The Miners are al
69 tries, Miners 15 of 60 tries.
ways tough and last week’s game was
Better Team Work
no exception. Gallant again demon
The Grizzlies displayed better team strated that he is a real basket-tosser.
work than in any one of the pre The main trouble with the Orediggers
vious home games, the guards hus was their apparent lack of teamwork
tling the ball and the forwards driv probably due to the few games played
ing in for setups. Glover controlled so far this year.
o—O—o
the tipoff throughout the game. Mine’s
guards, Gallant and Axelson, were The basketball schedule is working
clever and dangerous. Grizzlies scored out to perfection. The Grizzlies
11 of 15 free throws, Miners made 12 started with a green team and played
Totals ..... .... 824 773 826 2423
enough early season games to dem
of 18.
Miller scored a free throw, followed onstrate that hard work would be Alpha Tau Omega—
by one from Axelson, then Miller con necessary if anything was to be ac
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
nected another. Axelson and Free- complished this season. Then came R. Daigle......... .... 154 126 121 400
bourne made a setup apiece. Thom six straight wins to bring back con Popovich ......... .... 163 119 125 417
son scored on the tipoff play and fol fidence in their ability. The schedule S. Hoar ........... .... 144 147 183 474
lowed with two spectacular shots, is leading toward the annual series Holbrook ......... .... 160 188 177 525 And the bushwhacker went on to
which gave the Grizzlies the lead they with the Bobcats and the Grizzlies D. Gell............ .... 160 178 153 481 tell in his backwood’s accent that
will have to be at the peak of their
Paul grew to manhood and became a
never lost.
Chumrau rushed in for a hole shot form if they intend to cop over the
Totals ..... .... 781 757 759 2297 logger. Then he got Babe the Blue
and Glover sank an overhead. Blastic Bozemans.
Ox to help him with the logging and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
o—O—o
intercepted a pass and dribbled in
l8t 2nd 3rd Ttl. they started on the densely wooded
for a setup. Axelson’s free throw was With the Olympics coming along Boger .............. .... 151 174 135 460 plains of the Dakotas.
followed by Gallant’s one-handed shot this summer it is interesting to note Hartwig ......... .... 175 141 171 487 It was just as he was starting that
and a pretty one from the side. Mil that Jesse Owens, the Ohio State Wood ............ .... 216 149 142 507 he got a letter from the king' of
ler counted a free throw and Free- ebony flash, has been picked as the Gail ................ .... 177 155 181 513 Sweden. The king was haring trouble
bourne batted a rebound in, then Pow all-American track athlete of the Hazelbaker ..... .... 194 183 172 549 with a bunch of ornery citizens and
wanted Paul to take care of them.
ers tipped in another rebound. Thom year. In announcing tlje champions
for the year the national A A. U.
son scored from the hole.
Totals ..... .... 913 802 801 2516 Paul went ahead and logged the Da
Powers was taken out and Gallant gave Owens three places on the allkotas and the king sent the men to
the Dakotas, and the country was so
went to center. Blastic received a American team and four champion Sigma Chi—
long pass for a setup under the bas ships on the all-college team.
* 1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. smooth that they never were ornery
ket, then Thomson scored again from In the all-American class his 100 Blastic ______ .... 175 190 125 490 again.
the side. Poole broke fast for an meter title was given to Eulaee Pea Rightmire ....... .... 138 170 119 427 This is the letter that Paul wrote to
other setup. Glover made a free cock, former Loyola university star. Ross ................ .... 159 180 143 482 the king when he said he’d take the
throw, Freebourne two. Blastic drop Owen’s other titles are in the 200 Hills ............... .... 175 123 156 453 job:
ped in a rebound and Gallant sank meter run, running broad jump and Roe .................. .... 169 118 133 420 Answerin' your letter about a place
the 200 meter low hurdles.
a long one.
Handicap ....... .... 3 3 3 9 for them subjects of yours. Every
o—O—o
body knows the proper place for
Second Half /
Stevens came in the. lineup for Mil We will always have de-emphasizTotals ...... .... 819 784 678 2281 Swedes is North Dakota. I can use
’em in my logging.
ler and Brown for Thomson. Poole ers among us. During football season Phi Sigma Kappa—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. If I put Babe on the Job.it won’t
counted a free throw. On a double they get as many headlines as the
foul, Glover and Gallant scored, teams. Now during the off season Thompson ...... ....161 140 140 431 take long. I want 4,000,000 more
..... .... 103 137 111 351 (Swedes) please. Course the logs
Brown scored from the hole, Glover a they have' taken up basketball and Morris
raising a hue and cry against the J. Mariana ..... .... 235 125 188 548 won’t do you no good so I’ll keep
rebound and a free throw. Gallant are
commercialization
of
the
sport
in
the
96 them. Begin next week.
.... 96
Sampson
.........
scored two free throws, Axelson an East. As long as a sport pays com
Tours truly,
189 106 294
other. A side shot for Blastic was mercially there will be over-emphasis M. Mariana.....
PAUL BUNYAN
followed by Gallant's rebound, and a because the schools are out for the Martin ............ .... 195 165 172 632
His (X) Mark
side heave by Axelson. Brown made money and they will try to produce
Totals ..... .... 780 756 716 2252
a rebound. Chumrau, Blastic and teams that can bring it in.
And
the
foresteT
told
the co-ed that
Miller made free throws and Gallant
Bill Hawke, ’34, former Grizzly foot Paul Bunyan and Babe would be at
sank a long one. Miller flipped a Most of the o—O—o
recommendations for ball star and track captain was a
one hander and then a rebound.
changes in football will never campus visitor Saturday. He is now
Glover made a closeup, Lundgren rule
get
anywhere.
The changing of the assistant coach at Butte public high
sank a free throw. Fast passing gave point-scoring system
The
one point school. He was a guest at the Sigma
Miller a set up shot and Blastic a side for each first down istoagive
600-1 shot to Alpha Epsilon house.
First National Bank
shot. Dezell scored twice and Lund be accepted. It will never
passed
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
gren one close in. Several substitutes unless they change the gamebeentirely
NATIONAL BANK IN
the favorite winter sports, are now
came in for the Miners. Hosea's close and that is not likely to happen,
MONTANA
occupying the time of many. In March
shot, Chumrau and Chamberlain’s free
o—O—o
when
the
M
club
holds
its
annual
throws and the setup by Brown ended But there is one change that we do
tourney, the students will have their
the game.
That is doing away with chance to witness one of the greatest
The Grizzly band and cheering sec advocate.
the
point
after
touchdown,
and
mov
tion for both teams helped entertain ing the goalposts back to the goal amateur boxing and wrestling cards
held in Montana. Last year the tour
the crowd.
line where they belong. The try for ney with all of its local talent proved
Summary
Every visit to this shop
point
after
touchdown
places
too
Montana (51)
FGFTPF Pts. much emphasis on one man and is ever more popular than the Grizzlyis an investment in
Blastic, If ...... ..... ........ 5 1 2 11 not in keeping with the fundamentals Bobcat matches which followed later.
Good Appearance. j
Thomson, r f ........ .... . 5 . 0 3 10 of team work on which football is
Glover, c ............. ....... 3 3 2 9 based. Moving the goalposts back
Miller, lg ............ ....... 3 5 3 11 to the goal line would revive the lost
R O BB IE’S
M ISS O U L A
Chumrau, rg __ ___ i 2 3 4 art of dropkicklng. The argument
A Real Drug Store
Brown, rf ........... ....... 3 0 2 6 that injuries would result from col
Hairdressing
Parlor
Stevens, lg ......... ___ 0 0 1 0 lision with the posts have been
Phone 5450
523 North Higgins
FGFTPF Pts. blasted by the pros who have proved
Miners (42)
Poole, if ............... ......... 1 1 3 3 that they have never had an injury
Freebourne, rf ......... 2 3 2 7 from such a source. Also the cross
Powers, c ........ . ......... 1 0 1 2 bar and uprights could be mounted
Gallant, lg-c ........ ...... . 6 3 3 13 on one post to cut the chances of in
Axelson, r g ..... ..... .......... 2 3 2 7 juries in half. It would also make it
Dezell, rg ...... i..„ ......... 2 0 2 4 easier for loyal alumni and students
Lundgren, lg ...... .... . 1 1 0 3 to tear up the postB after a victory,
o—O—o
Hoeea, rg ............ ......... 1 0 0 2
Chamberlain, e ... .........0 1 0 i The Interfraternity bowling teams
have
been
rolling
scores that would
Officials, G. T. Stegner and C. s .
Porter, Missoula. Missed free throws cop most of the city leagues. Every
—Blastic, Thomson, Chumrau 2, Poole, Saturday sees one of the Greek teams
Axelson 3, Lundgren, Chamberlain. roll over the nine hundred score,
which is good enough to place eonBISCU88 TABOOS, SUPERSTITIONS | sistently in most any league. Joe
Mariana of the Phi Sigs has the high
"Taboos and Superstitions” was the est individual game on the books with
Corner Higgins Avenue and Front Street
main subject of discussion at a meet a 235 which he rolled last Saturday.
ing of the Wesley foundation in the The Phi Delta Theta team, as in past
C
IG
A
R
E T T E S : B E E R : C IG A R S
Methodist church Sunday evening. seasons, is again one of the favorites
TOBACCO : CANDY
Students with foreign ancestry re to cop the Greek title.
u—O—o
lated the prevailing beliefs and super
I Boxing and wrestling, two more of in g a iiS B E B B B B B B a B S S E B B S B B B B B S S B E S B E B H H B E E n E S B H H B B B B iD
stitions of their countries.

Sporty Vents

position, with Doug Brown as o’clock to have pictures taken. Mem
Grizzlies Face ward
alternate. “Tex" Glover has been the bers must be prompt
starting center in all the games, with
Holmqulst, alternate. Charles Math club will meet Thursday eveN. M. C. Squad Don
Miller and Paul Chumrau are the nign, January 30, 7:30 o’clock; in
most likely guard candidates, with Craig 103. Mary Steensland will talk
Mitchell and Ray Stevens having on "Sturm’s Theorem.”
On Wednesday Tom
seen much action. Quam, Marsh and

Notices

LISTER
Typewriter Service

COMMUNITY

to greet you in our
New Surroundings

Corner Cigar Store

Formal
Wear
-- ®--

“THE GOOD
FAIRY”

“Prosperize”

“Unknown Woman”

Florence Laundry Co.

“Treasure Chest”

It’s Better Dry Cleaning
Dial 2302

WEDNESDAY—9 P. M.

Tuxedos
NEWEST TRENDS

$ 25.00
$ 27.50

-------- and---------

HIGHLANDER BEER
Is Distinguished by Its

CLEAN TASTE
The next time you sip Highlander . . . to enjoy
its zest of flavor and quality . . . note partic
ularly its “clean taste.”
This characteristic distin
guishes good heer from in
ferior grades.

We can sell you the best
in complete F orm al
Wear— dress you cor
rectly from head to toe.
Ask us what is right—
it is our business to
know.

Sport Shop

HAVE YOU READ OUR UNUSUAL
NO-RISK OFFER TO PIPE SMOKERS?
WHAT M ILDN ESS!

WHAT FLAVOR!

Co-eds...

We Are Pleased...

A TYPEWRITER

ITS SWELL!

*r!s!f

Here’s the reason such a straight-fromthe-shoulder no-risk offer can be made.
We know that in Prince Albert we’ve got
the quality—the taste and aroma—the
top-of-the-moming flavor that college men
are looking for. Men who have tried Prince
Albert are satisfied with no other brand.
So now we ask that you, too, try Prince
Albert. Test Prince Albert under our
positive yon-must-be-pleased guarantee.
Note the special “crimpcut.” That makes
P. A. bum slower and give a cooler
smoke. Note the mildness and absence of
harshness. That’s because of the famous
P. A. “anti-bite” process that is always
used in the manufacture of Prince Albert.
Prince Albert is packed right—in tin.
The big red economy tin contains around
50 pipefuls of choice tobacco. Get
it at your campus dealer’s now.

w OUR OFFER
TO PIPE SMOKERS:

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince
Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked,
return the pocket tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it to us at any time within a
month from this date, and we will re
fund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed)
R. J. Reynolds T obacco Co. 1 "BIEfflSfflHI!
Winston-Salem, N. C. I
pipefuls of fragrant

Albert

H i t N A I I U N A L JO Y SMOKE

Tuesday, January 28, 1936
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The lighting was enough to perceive humorous side of a classmate donning they produced at the fall of the curthat the players were on the stage, a wig on the stage or going into rap [tain.
but as to seeing what they looked like tures over an empty baby carriage.
One general criticism applies to all
it was practically impossible. The Each of the characters portrayed the plays—many of the actors spoke
history, chemistry, German; Marian I Friday night 21 actors and actresses time was afternoon of a winter day, his part well. Katherine Phelan as their lines while the audience «vas
Mack, Havre, economics | trod the boards in a college produc so that there could have been more Mother Barard, gave a beautiful per still laughing, thus losing effective
Number May Be Reduced Because of Failure of Students Catharine
illumination without destroying the formance, as did Joimae Pollock in speeches. However, such a defect can
and sociology, English, history, tion
for the first time. Two directors general tone.
To Complete Necessary Work; Applicants’ Names, French; Viana Maklnen, Duluth, placed
the character of Genevieve. Margaret be overcome as the players gain ex
before
an
extremely
critical
Minnesota, education, mathematics, audience their first attempts in dra Sakl’s humorous sketch, "The Ba Lucy gave a fitting climax to the play perience.
Majors and Minors Are Listed by Secretary
Latin, English; Ethel L. Matson, Saco, matic coaching. These facts must be ker’s Dozen,” lightened the tension in her soliloquy as Cousin Ermen—H. M. 8.
history, English, Spanish; Rose Marie kept in mind when judging the four created by the first play and gave the garde.
Seventy-four students have applied for university certificates of Milkovlch,
Anaconda, mathematics,
ample opportunity to display The lighting was most effective and CLASSIFIED ADYERTI8EMENT
plays presented by the Mas actorscomedy
qualification to teach to be granted at the end of the spring quarter, chemistry, history; Edith Peterson, one-act
talents, which each did added much to the play.
ROOMS for two men, 1% blocks from
quers, since the general acting and totheir
according to an announcement made yesterday by Michael Mansfield, Fort Peck, phychology, English, his directing
the
fullest
extent. The setting itself Pertwee's "Evening Dress Indis university. Telephone 5614. 731
ability
of
neophytes
cannot
considerable humor to the situa pensable” dispelled the gloom and Beckwith avenue.
secretary of the committee on admission and graduation. The number tory, French, German.
be expected to be as high as that of lent
Elizabeth Ann Polleys, Missoula, those who have had the experience of tion inasmuch as a porthole and three sent the audience home in good
of students who will be granted cer
deck chairs constituted "the deck -of
tificates cannot be definitely deter economics and sociology, English, I English, French, biology; John I. a major production or two.
music; Dorothy Mae Clinger, Freris, Thompson Falls, physical edu "The Bozeman Trail,” written by an an eastbound English steamer” very spirits.
mined until after the completion of biology,
played his part so
Missoula,
fine
arts,
French,
music;
effectively.
Bates’ English ac Herethateachnoactor
cation, biology, Spanish; Paul K. Red
required work, so It is possible that
playwright, opened the pro cent was wellRobert
one person' seemed to
Helen Decker, Missoula, Eng dick, Kalispell, business administra amateur
done, and Jean McCon- well
by the end of the school year, the Mary
gram.
Each
of
the
players
did
his
dominate
the
scenes.
The suspense
lish, home economics, French, biol tion, Spanish, economics and sociol part well, with Claretta Dunn setting ochie and Kathryn Cope were quick
Salts
Shirts
number who will receive certificates ogy;
was carried through admirably. There
Topcoats
Oxfords
Wayne Dilts, Miles City, ogy; Earl Roe, Billings, education, and carrying through the tragic note to seize on the lighter elements.
will be smaller than is now indicated. history,Ralph
were
times
when
we
feel sure the
biology,
Spanish,
English;
English,
history;
Thomas
George
Roe,
Whether
the
audience
was
not
in
of the theme. Charles Plchette as the
C. R. DRAGSTEDT CO.
Following is a list of those students
audience would have enjoyed shaking
Marlon Eastman, Missoula, Anaconda, chemistry, mathematics, trapper
was also outstanding. Three the mood for tragedy or whether it Ruth Christian! as the “modernistic" Men’s Wear Opp. N.P. Depot
who have applied for University Cer Dorothy
music, home economics, English; French; Hallie V. Russell, Fairview, flaws
was a reaction to the atmosphere daughter; when they wanted to prod
marred
the
sketch:
Fichette
tificates of Qualification to Teach, and Anne
Eckford, Choteau, biology, chemistry, German; Alice
the baby as though it created by “The Bozeman Trail” we William Baucus as the mother’s suit
the departments in which they are businessCameron
administration, F r e n c h , Yvonne Scheffer, Missoula, music, carrying seven
or eight ounces instead are unable to say definitely, but the or, with regard to daughter, and they
doing major and minor work:
Spanish; Lois Blanche George, Mis French, history, English; Elizabeth weighed
toward Thornton Wilder’s
approved Maryalys Marrs
Elizabeth Joan Rodgers Atwater, soula, home economics, chemistry, Rosalie Schubert, Great Falls, Latin, of as many pounds; the stiffness with attitude
Long Christmas Dinner” made it undoubtedly
Basin, English, history, fine arts; English; Rosemary Gillie, Butte, Eng French, economics and sociology, his which Harold Schecter held himself "The
and John Alexander ’on their fine per
extremely
difficult
for
the
players
to
while
giving
his
long
speech
at
the
Edward Bailey, Havre, history, Eng lish, French, history; Rosalba Mon tory; Frederick Webster Searles, Mis
formance by the amounts of applause
The Furniture Event of the
end of the play, and the lighting do full Justice to their parts. That
lish, chemistry; Audrey Claire Beal, Gore, Rapid City, South Dakota, Eng
Year—..Our
economics and sociology, effects that made the audience strain they did as well as they did when
Anaconda, music, French, business ad lish, French, economics and sociology. soula,
history and political science; forward in order to see the actors. laughter broke the spell in the tragic
ministration; Marie C. Benson, Rose Helen M. Halloran, Anaconda, mu French,
We
Do
Your
Phil
S.
Smith,
Joliet,
biology,
physical
scenes, is very much to their credit.
bud, home economics, chemistry, sic, French, English; Edith Hankins, education, mathematics, French; Ken
It is hard at best to appear in a pro
DRY CLEANING
Spanish; Alice Elenora Berland, Judith Gap, history, English, Spanish, neth Ansel Spaulding, Missoula, Eng English, biology; Audrey May Wes- duction
of this unique type before a
. to Please You
singer,
Arlee,
English,
Spanish,
mu
Brady, business administration, math physical education; Mary Frances lish, economics and sociology, biology,
ematics, Spanish, economics and so Harden, Whitehall, history, Spanish, German; Eleanor Owen Speaker, Liv sic; Mary Hicks Whitney, Missoula, strange' audience—it is doubly hard
Starts on
before
a
group
composed
mainly
of
Missoula Laundry Co.
ciology; Virginia Elizabeth Bode, fine arts; Ruth Donelly Harris, Mis ingston, English, economics and so history, English, fine arts; Mary Eliz
fellow
students
who
naturally
see
the
abeth
Wilcox,
Sweetgrass,
English,
Butte, physical education, French, soula, Spanish, French, English; Bar
history; Rosebud E. Spetz, Spanish, history; Helen Frances Wil
zoology; Lena A. Bravo, Sand Coulee, bara Jean Hays, Coffeyville, Kansas, ciology,
Don’t fan to wlslt the store early,
Whitehall, English, history, French; son,
Great Falls, English, French, his
as this trill be a big event for
mathematics, French, chemistry; Flor journalism, English, history, Spanish; Fern
Elizabeth
Spicher,
Missoula,
those
contemplating furnishing
tory;
Marian
Frances
Wold,
Missoula,
ence Ann Brinton, Fort Peck, Eng Mary Ellen Hill, Big Sandy, business English, Latin, French; Mildred Be
a new home or selecting only a
lish, history, economics and sociology, administration, Spanish, F r e n c h ; atrice Spoklie, Westby, home econom music, English, Spanish; Mary Eliza
few
pieces
for the present home.
Spanish; Margaret Ann Brome, Butte, Lilian Ruth Hopkins, Missoula, biol ics, chemistry, Spanish, biology, Eng beth Zehntner, Missoula, history,
Prices wM be reduced on:
botany, biology, English, French; Lois ogy, French, chemistry; Agnes B, lish; Paul Birken Steinman, Missoula, Latin, economics and sociology,
Furniture Curtains
Genevieve Brown, Cascade, business Hovee, Inverness, home economics, Spanish, French, business administra French.
administration, history, biology; Thel chemistry, Spanish, English; Helen tion;
Windowshades Rugs
Gladys
H.
Swanson,
Glendive,
Of
course
we’re
doing
a
good
business
because
ma Vivian Buck, Kalispell, mathe Margaret Johnson, Melville, history,
Bedding Chinaware
economics, chemistry, history,
matics, music, physical education; English, French; Pearl Victoria John home
the buying public is realizing the importance of
CORRECT GLASSES
Glassware Hardware
Elizabeth M. Byrne, Nimrod, French, son, Harlowton, English, French, his French.
buying quality merchandise. The best study
Spanish, history, English; Harriet tory; Charlotte Ruth Johnson, Para Gertrude Ethel Thalmueller, Butte, for all kinds of features
We win have remnants, odds
and
numerous close-outs In all
Calhoun, Livingston, music, Spanish, dise, Spanish, English, French; Mar English, history, French, German; Ar
lamps being sold today—the I.E.S. Better Study
Styled—
departments.
physical education; Gladys Reed garet Ella Johnson, Missoula, Span butus J. Weamer, Reed Point, history, FittedAttractively
to Your Individual Needs
Lamps
—
are
making
sales
records
because
of
DON’T
FAIL TO YISIT U8
Christensen, Missoula, fine arts, Latin, ish, French, history, English.
DURING THIS SALE — THE
French; Marie G. Christian, Butte, Letltia Kleinhans, Somers, educa
their amazingly low price— $5.95.
BARNETT OPTICAL
EARLIER
THE BETTER
home economics, Spanish, chemistry. tion, biology, English, history; Lloyd
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
COMPANY
TEN-DAY FREE TRIAL ON ANY LAMP
Lois Fern Clark, Antelope, home Joseph LaFond, Bowdoln, education,
RECOMMENDATION
Ii.
R.
Barnett
economics, Spanish, chemistry; Myrah mathematics, English, history; M.
D. R. Barnett
Clarkson, Buffalo, South Dakota, his Lorraine Lewis, Brady, business ad Metropole Barber Shop
129 EAST BROADWAY
tory, English, economics and sociol ministration, Spanish, mathematics;
Basement B & H Jewelry Store
Missoula, Mont
ogy; Leslie Forbes Clifford, Kalispell, Lucille V. Lindgren, Brockway, music,
English, Spanish; Thaddeus Leon
Seventy-four Ask for Teaching Awards
Lockridge, Whitefish, pre-medics, Ger
biology, chemistry; Edward
To Be Granted in June, Mansfield Says man,
James McCormick, Hysham, biology,

Masquer One-Acts
Please Audience

January Sale

NOTICE!
February
Clearance Sale

Monday, February 3

Business Is Good
M ontana Pow er Co.

XlCl/S

•wife who came to the N ew W orld from
England.

There is no substitute for mild, ripe tobacco to
make a good cigarette—and there never will be

... and that is the kind we buy for Chesterfield Cigarettes.
In the tobacco buying season
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
buyers will be found at 75 mar
kets where the Bright type of
tobacco is sold, and 46 markets
where Burley and other types of
tobacco are sold.

C 1916. Lkkitt & M>m Tomcco Co,

A ll these tobacco men are
trained in the tobacco business,
and are schooled in the Liggett
& Myers tradition that only mild,
ripe tobacco is good enough for
Chesterfield Cigarettes.
L

ig g e t t

& M

yers

T

obacco

C(

for mildness
,, for better taste

